MILITARY-GRADE CYBER SECURITY
EPIC Security Assurance Service
Stop data breaches with military grade 24/7 network analysis that identifies when you’ve been hacked
A fact of the modern connected world is that no organization is immune from a cyber-attack. Even the best security systems do not stop
every threat, and successful hacks can go undetected for months, leading to costly data breaches. Unfortunately, IT security experts able
to detect and eliminate hacks are expensive and in short supply, while automated security monitoring systems have too many false alerts
that waste time and obscure real alarms.
But now EdgeWave gives organizations the last line of defense they need for complete data breach protection. EPIC Security Assurance
Service stops data breaches by identifying when you’ve been hacked and providing an immediate response plan to eliminate the threat.
Former military cyber security experts watch your network and analyze incidents 24/7/365 to uncover real attacks so you don’t waste time
with false alerts.

How you can ensure the security of your data, even when hackers get in
1.

Sensor connects to network switch to
monitor the entire network

3.

When abnormal behavior is detected
EdgeWave’s 24/7 cyber operations team
investigates

5.

When an attack is verified an action plan is
immediately sent to eliminate the threat

2.

Sensor uses security analytics to learn normal
and abnormal behavior specific to your network

4.

Former US Military cyber analysts review
anomalies using forensic data to identify real
attacks

6.

Threat eliminated and a data breach is prevented

Benefits of EPIC Security Assurance Service
Military-Grade Analysis

Zero Touch

You do not need to find and spend the high price for security
personnel to protect your network; our former US military cyber
security experts are working for you 24/7/365.

Just install the sensor on your network and we handle the rest.

360o Breach Detection
We know when an intrusion occurs. Our sensor monitors your
entire network for unusual activity then our cyber security operations team determines if it is an attack.

Action Plan
When an intrusion is detected, we send an immediate alert and
actionable response plan to eliminate the attack and prevent a
data breach.

True Alarms
Stop dealing with the endless false alarms of outdated intrusion
detection systems; we analyze all unusual activity with access to
full packet capture and log information so you only spend time on
real alerts.

Predictive Analytics
Receive real-time, preemptive security rules synchronized into
your sensor from identified attacks on other networks.

Incident Reports
Have a complete view of your security and what we are analyzing
with monthly reports on eliminated intrusions and false positives.
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